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A: The vulnerability that was exploited in the bug you linked can also be exploited through browser exploits, so anyone with a Javascript
enabled browser is vulnerable. The exploit code was most likely downloaded by someone, and then shared. A: A person with interest in such
things and a decent amount of access to information has to think this one through. The most valuable asset is intellectual property - this
means that people with access to this must steal it or make their own copy. To do this you need a key and for Autodesk they should have at
least a copy of their product keys - they should have a record of that already. If the person who steals the file is organised enough to know
which Autodesk product is to be cracked (and looks for it - the target should be obvious) and has a crack team of people to help then it's
possible. However, this is probably a long shot. I would say that they would need to go about this in the most generic way - they could use a
key that is stored in many places, try many combinations of the key, try thousands or millions of combinations until they find one that
works. A plausible attack route would be simply to try a random file with a single character name. A very short list of potential product
names might include: B15CR2VCB BF3EKC7F BRTBK1CJ BVFX3P3A B1FJBMN5 BFARV3P3 And for each one of these they would have to try
cracking them: B15CR2VCB Create a.zip file with the name of the.exe in it, encrypt it (e.g. using.zip utilities in WinZip) and let random
people crack them BF3EKC7F Create a.zip file with the name of the.exe in it, encrypt it (e.g. using.zip utilities in WinZip) and let random
people crack them BRTBK1CJ Create a.zip file with the name of the.exe in it, encrypt it (e.g. using.zip utilities in WinZip) and let random
people crack them BVFX3P3A Create a.zip file with the name of the.exe in it, encrypt it (e.g. using.zip utilities in WinZip) and
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